
Game # 2 (2010), Paul Morphy  vs Thomas Hampton    London, England (1858)  
(Opening:  Evans Gambit – a sacrifice for a quick attack) 

What you can learn from this game: How to attack quickly with lots of pieces
    Should do: 1. Get your “big pieces” out fast, to good places.

2. Attack with more pieces than your opponent can defend with.
   Should NOT do: 1. Don’t leave your King unprotected (castling early is usually good).

2. Don’t allow Pawns to run wild down the board.

Some “chess tricks” as they appear in this game:   ©M.G.Moody

  1. e4  e5 Control the Center -  (Both sides are moving to the center – good way to begin a game).
  2. Nf3   Nc6 Attack the Center - (The White Knight attacks an unprotected pawn and Black defends).
  3. Bc4   Bc5 Attack a weak Pawn - (The White Bishop attacks the weakest Pawn. Black does the same).
  4. b4   Bxb4 Sacrifice to gain an advantage - (White offers a Pawn to create room for an attack).

Take an unprotected Pawn - (Black gains a Pawn and hasn’t given up much in return). 
  5. c3  Bc5 Push back - (The White Pawn can push back the Black Bishop)

Retreat - (The Black Bishop must retreat, but is still happy about winning a pawn)
  6. O-O  d6 Quick Castle - (White castles to protect the King and to get the Rook out of the corner).

Protect with a Pawn - (Black’s Pawn protects two pieces and allows a third to get off the back row).
  7. d4  exd4 Attack the Center - (White forces either another retreat or a trade of center pawns)

Attack the Center - (The Black Pawn fights for control of the center)
  8. cxd4  Bb6 Push back - (The White Pawn attacks  the bishop and sets up a strong double pawn in the center ).

Retreat - (The Black Bishop retreats but is still on a very nice, “long diagonal”).
  9. Nc3  Nf6 Knights before Bishops - (Both White and Black get their Knights out into the game early.  The Knights

can move around very nicely at the beginning of the game when the board is full of chess pieces).
10. e5  dxe5 Center Attack - (White’s Pawn attacks the center to open files for the Rooks to attack).

Best Move - (Looks like the center is weak but maybe a Queen trade will help if White recaptures).
11. Ba3  Bg4 Prevent Castling -  (Black can’t castle through check, so the King must stay put).

Pin - (The Black Bishop gets out into the game with a nice pin on the White Knight).
12. Qb3  Bh5 Battery - (The White Queen lines up with the Bishop to attack the Pawn.  This is called a “battery”).

Equal Protection - (A piece that is attacked by two, should be protected by two pieces)
13. dxe5  Ng4 Attack with a Pawn - (This Pawn is attacking the Knight AND opening up a file for a Rook).

Attack with two - (Both Black Knights are attacking the White Pawn which has only one defender).
14. Rad1  Qc8 Push back - (The Rook is attacking the Black Queen who has no good place to go).
15. e6  f6 Attack with a Pawn - (If Black takes the attacking Pawn, White could recapture with the Bishop and

attack the Queen forcing her back further into the corner trapping her own Rook – that’s not good!)
16. Qb5  Bg6 Pin + Attack unprotected piece  - (The White Queen pins the Knight and attacks Black’s unprotected

Bishop at the same time– kind of like a “fork.”  Black has only one move to save the Bishop).
17. Bd5  1-0 Attack with two - (White attacks Black’s pinned Knight with two pieces.  Black need to defend with two,

but can’t do it in a way that prevents the exchange and a checkmate by the many attacking White
pieces -- Black gives up to the young chess genius visiting from America).

Chess Notation for the game:

1. e4 e5 
2. Nf3 Nc6 
3. Bc4 Bc5 
4. b4 Bxb4 

5. c3 Bc5 
6. O-O d6 
7. d4 exd4 
8. cxd4 Bb6 

  9. Nc3 Nf6 
10. e5 dxe5
11. Ba3 Bg4 

12. Qb3 Bh5 
13. dxe5 Ng4 
14. Rad1 Qc8 

15. e6 f6 
16. Qb5 Bg6 
17. Bd5 1-0


